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VOL. 19, NO. 6.

News-Lites
By Mary Jean Godwin

LONG DISTANCE CONVERSATIONS
TOUGH ON DIALING FINGER
The "telephone servant' is searching
for a politirj_an who will advocate a law
limiting telephone conversations to 30
minutes.
Anxious to reach a certain public
official who - and who alone-- had
all the figures on a matter of considerable interest, your servant dialed his
telephone number at 7 : 35 the other
night. Busy.
Repeatedly until 9:15, when we threw
in the towel, the official's line was busy.
An associate said he believed the official was out of the city, and that his
wife was renowned for the length of
her telephone conversations.
MY COUNTRY ...
The new Canadian ambassador is
named Hume Wrong. The name of his
third secretary .is Hume Wright.
T.HIS HAS GONE FOR ENOUGH
The extent to which inflation - or
racketeering - is with us was impressed upon one particular man last week.
With two companions, he stopped at
a Little Rock drive·in and ordered three
· :;oft drinks and glasses of water around.
The bill - 80 cents Then, for reasons
of their own, the trio requested three
empty glasses, which a car-hop produced
on request
But the empty glasses came extra 20
cents. The total bill for three soft drinks
three glasses of water, and three empty
glasses -$1.
CHILDISH CROOKS
Sing, Sing's 1,675 inmates ate supper
in their cells last Sunday (the bad boys)
after a noon demonstration in the mess
hall in which 500 threw dishes and
food in protest against the food. Warden William Snyder said the prisoners
"made a lot of noise" but "there was no
one injured and no attempted violence.'
Undoubtedly he thought they should
be punished for ','acting so ugly."

Nov. 15 Is Last
PJ Reservation
As has been evidenced the past week
by the sudden increase in the frenzied
actlv1ty of the senior class members
who are continually approaching passers-by with a little yellow book and the
inevitable question, "Hove you reserved
your Petit Jean?" the deadline for yearbook reservations is fast approaching.
All reservations, Editor Lois Heming·
way announces, must be in by Novem·
ber 15.
The snap shot contest is now under
way, and all who have any shots they
think would be of value to the Petit
Jean are urged to submit them to Sammie Swim, Lois Vaughan, or Joe Dan
Tipps. Snap shots will contribute greatly to the goal of making the annual live
up to the goal of its staff: that of being
a true representative of Harding and
her student body.

Laundry Receives
New Equipment
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Ghosts Take Out
As Texans Take
Over On Ballowe' en

SADIE HAWKINS DAY POSTPONED
We' re Predicting .

Date Is Moved To November 15
To Avoid Examination Period

• •

By Mary Jean Godwin

Those Texans brought some of their
"rip-roarin' " entertainment back with
them this year and let it go Hallowe' en
night at their carnival. Half the school
turned out to scare the spooks, and afterwards agreed the Texans really "did
themselves proud" sponsoring a hoopin'
-hollerin' -knock down - drag out
spook parade. The Texas Club, with
Sammie Swim as president, really put a
lot in the carnival -and got a lot out .
of it, too, they tell me!
The fun and frolic centered around
sideshows, including a mind reader, apple bobbing, kiss booth, horror room,
monkey mirror (sucker!) fortune telr
~ers, goal shooting, and fishing pond.
I saved the food for this new paragraph, because everyone knows .those
"Texas Longhorns" eat more'n any other students on the campus. They started
serving pies, doughnuts, popcorn balls,
and cokes, but they didn't last two minutes with those ravenous wolves on the
loose.
The "horror room" was the main attraction. It started as· an obstacle course
(and that was 'perzackly' what it was)
and ended wit!'! a dead body in a coffin under weird blue light as a finishing touch for sweet dreams that night.
Some of the "mean little kids" kissed
the dead body, but no one ever saw any
of the big brave college students even
touching the corpse! It was so real some
of the onlookers had small heart attacks
the next day when they saw 'The Body"
walk pass th(m in the hall.
Oh, these curious minds really can
make a person feel like the "village
idoit". They pay good money just to
see the biggest monkey in the mirror.
Won't "we" ever learn (that Texas Ian·
go really spreads).
All the slap happy looks on the faces
of many were mainly due to the build
up given by the fortune tellers that
their mates would come into their lives
soon. Lots of travel, a handsome mate,
a wemhy · career, marriage soon (oh
happy thought), and passing the six
weeks tests, to mention a few of the
build ups passed to the satisfied customers of the fortune tellers. Jule Miller did a thriving business
sure
would hate to know what went on in
his little "jernt".
To save the most important until
last - the "kiss" booth! Those poor
infuriated (two-bit word) boys! Why
should they complain? They got
their kiss didn't they?
Pretty good
candy, wasn't it?

X-Rays Are Taken
For 692 Hardingites
Six hundred ninety-two :ffarding students, faculty members, and employees
were subjected to chest X-rays October
26-28 by the Tuberculosis Division of
the Arkansas Board of Health, according to Mrs. French, college nurse. The
X-ra;~ were made as a free service in
order to insure the discovery of tub·
erculosis symptoms or other lung diS>eases.

A 6500 pound washer from the gov·
ernment surplus supply stock was received by the Harding laundry last
Dr. and Mrs. H. N. McDonald were
week, accoding to Miss Esther Marie
on the campus during the test in the
Clay, laundry manager.
A tumbler and a press have also been absence of Dr. A. C. Curtis, director of
received since school opened, but be- the tuberculosis division
cause of a lack of maintenance men to
Typhoid and mallpox vaccinations
install this equipment, they have not will continue to be given only on Saturyet been put in.
day, Mrs. French said, with students
When men are found who can do ·having the opportunity to take the inthe work, the laundry will close down fluenza serum at any time during reguntil the installation of this new e· ular hours. There is a small l ee for the
q\lipment is complete.
latter.

By ] osephine Connell
Guess you've heard by now that Sadie
Hawkins' Day at Hardingpatch has
been postponed from November 8 until
Friday, November 15. It is a little taxr
ing to one's endurance to have to wait
an extra week for this big event, but
here's the reason for the change. This
week is mid·term exam week. That
In response to an appeal by Dr. J.
says enough.
D. Bales, associate professor of Bible,
A few bewildered souls have aske.:i,
Clifton L. Ganus, president of the board "What is Sadie Hawkins' Day?" "Just
of trustees, has made a five hundred
what will we do? " Well, the first aniThat some of these He-Men of Harding are going to have that run- dollar donation to the college for the
swer to the first question is this. Sadie
purpose of building up the religious dedown, whipped-dog look comes the end of Sadie Hawkins Day.
Hawkins' Day here is a period planned
partment of the Harding library.
for us to have a rolicking good time. A
The books were selected by Dr. Bales chance to forget classes and worries. for
and have already been purchased. The one evening and get out and PLAY!
exact number of volumes obtained is not Actually, the idea of college girls gath·
yet known, but some two hundred of ering on an open field to chase college
1. For the week preceding the great Day, all boys shall let
them are now in the library, where boys all over the campus to see whose
their razors remain dormant - in other words, no shavthey are being classified by Miss Cath- company they will enjoy for one evening, guys! Anyone caught shaving, except for rare exerine Score, college librarian. It is be- ing can be thought of as very silly.
ceptions, will have his choice of two penalties: having
lieved that there will be about three But isn't it fun to be silly sometimes "
his fingernails trimmed by a pencil sharpener or his toehundred pamphlets, published by The And that's exactly what Sadie Hawkins'
Victoria Institute of London, England, Day is for - FUN!
nails cut by Harding's power lawnmower.
on Christian Evidence - covering such
2. All girls shall let their fingernails grow for the week
GROW THOSE BEARDS
fields as evolution; science;· "higher
Put on your overalls and gingham
preceding, under · penalty of having each nail painted
criticism"; the Bible and archaeology.
dre~ses (or other Dogpatch attire), get
(with paint, that is) a different color.
OUTSTANDING BOOKS OBTAINED out your corn cob pipes, and grow
3. Faculty members may by specal permission of the the
Some of the books obtained are those beards and pigtail that hair. YouBison staff be allowed to be exempt from these rules.
James Hastings, Editor, "Dictionary of will want to really spruce up because
4. Only regulation governing entry is that each partici·
Christ and the Gospels"; Albert Barnes' all of Hardingpatch will be there for
commentaries on the New Testament; the celebration. The first and foremost
pant be footloose and fancyfree (dee-tached, that is)Dr.
Lang's commentaries on the New event will take place on Benson field
unless dissatisfied at present.
Testament;
W. F. Tillett, "The Paths at 3 :30 p. m. This of course .refers to
5. Practice periods for running on the track shall be schedthat Lead to God"; W. Arndt, "Bible the race. A race between the males and
uled with Coach Berryhill, with separate times for boys
Difficulties'; "The Fundamentals", 4 females of Hardingpatch to see who will
and girls.
volumes on Christian Evidence; John be whose company for the rest of the
6. It will be permissible to practice the Hardingpatch verUrquhart, "The Bible: Its Structure and day. The females will be lined up bePurpose"; two volumes by Richard hind giving the boys a ten yard chance
nacular on the Harding caty1pus d~ring the week of the
Whately (1) "The Kingdom of Christ for escape. Instructions will be given
race.
that day by Mayor Benson's specially
and the Errors of Romanism", (2 )
7. All students (except those from Arkansas) must have
"Some Pecularities of the Christian chosen substitute since the Mayor is expermission to wear shoes.
Faith". There are several books "on pecting to rake a little trip at that time.
8. Clothing shall be of rural motif, with tuxes and evenChristian Science, Roman Catholicism, School will be dismissed at 3 :00 to aling gowns not allowed.
Mormonism, and other religious groups. low half an hour to don our best visitDr. Bales suggested that the Harding ing clothes. Come early as you can and
9. Please do not see the Nurse this week unless absolutely
College
library should serve as a source hear the inspirin' numbers rendered by
necessary, as she will need to save her strength to treat
of religious research and that, as such, ·Jaw.Jaw Jorgenson's ·hillbiliy band who·
all those who suffer from the effects of seeing Lena,
it should contain works completely cov- '11 be playing beforehand to pep up the
the Hyena, on the big Day.
ering such subjects as Christian Evi- runners.
Whoever a girl manages (by hook or
dence, Church History, and the doc10. Only homemade corncob pipes and homzbrew ·will be
crook) to catch will be allowed to keep
trines
of
the
various
religious
groups.
allowed. (None of this here "storeboughten" stuff.)
He mentioned the following books as company with her for th.e rest of the
11. Detailed announcements of the race and evening's enbeing among those which he would like evening. That means for supper at 5 :00
tertainment will be in the next issue of the Bison.
to see in the library: the "Works of and the evening program in the aduiLuther" which have been translated in- torium at 7 :30. Chorus will be conductto English; a complete set of "Ante· ed as usual at 6 :00.
BISON PLANS FIRST SHD
Nicene' and "Post·Nicene Fathers"; a
Last year the Bison attempted to plan
complete set of "The Gospel Advocate"
and other periodicals published by mem the first Sadie Hawkins' Day for HardGers of the church of Christ; a com· ing. So many people enjoyed the day's
plete set of the volumes which have activities, the Bison wants to make it an
been issued by the Victoria Institute annual event on the fun calendar of
Harding and is willing to sponsor it
since 1865.
Holding initiation ceremonies MonNearly eighty members of the large
every year.
BALES
SUGGESTS
SOURCE
day morning, the Campus Players ad- chorus have made application for mem·
Sadie Hawkins was a rather homely
As sources of further gifts' to the Dogpatch belle who, according to her
ded two new members, Charles Stovall bership in a small chorus which is to
and Joe Cannon to their group.
begin rehearsals sometime this week. library, Dr. Bales suggests the follow· father, should have had a husband many
Stovall, a sophomore from Blythe- Choral Director Andy T. Ritchie an- ing; private libraries willed to the col· years before. His remedy for the situaville, Ar.kansas, has taken an active part nounced Monday that the group will be lege; gifts of individual books; gifts of tion was quite simple. lje proclaimed a
in dramatic club work during the year larger than the bus will hold, but small money to be spent on the library by day for all the Dogpatch bachelors to
he has been a member of the club. Be- enough so that every member can go · members of the Bible faculty or others. congregate to hear his decision about
Professor Carl Spain, also of the Hard· poor Sadie's plight. Since none had the.
sides playing in one acts, he has had on one trip during the year. In his an·
major roles in two lyceums, "Smilin' nouncement to the large chorus, P.re>- ing Bible department has given sixty~ courage to ask voluntarily for her hand
Through" and "Spring Fever". He has fessor Ritchie asked applicants to con- one volumes. Most of these are on re- in marriage one Dogpatch bachelor had
a minor role in the three·act to be pre- sider their ability to take on another ligion but a few books for the English to be selected by Sadie Hawkins hersented this term, "Night of January activity before trying out for the group. department are included.
self. Mr. Hawkins lined the eligibles up,
Perry Mason, principal of the Hard- ' including the unknown, ill-fated one,
Sixteenth". Stovall is a member of the
Musicianship, former experience, and ing high school, has presented the high
Delta Iota social club, chorus, men's
with instructions similar to these:
glee club, and is president of the so- voice quality are points considered in school department of the library with "When yo hears th Startin gun, yo betthe selection, though lack of experience a collection of eighty·two volumes on a
phomore class.
ter run, cause with th passege of a few
C~nnon, senior from Toronto, Can- is not necessarily disqualifying, and variety of subjects.
minnits ah will fire th gun agin and
Clinton Davidson, Jr., has contribut- ma <lotter, Sadie, will take out after yo.
ada, has been a member of the dramatic those without experience were invited
to apply.
ed a number of books on economics, Th pore soul she catches will be doomclub two years. He has been seen in a
The large chorus, meeting Tuesday but the number of volumes in this ed to ax her to marry up wif him, or
number of one·acts and had a major
role in one of last year's lyceums, "The and Friday evenings, have over 200 group is not known.
else--!" The next year the other DogMan Who Came to Dinner". In "Night members this year, and the plan used
patch spinsters demanded a likewise
of January Sixteenth" he is cast in one last year of choosing smaller groups for Sunday, and will work out its own chance f~r a husband. Request granted.
of the two leading roles. He is a mem- out-of·town ·appearances and stage pro- ' special programs during the year. Out- Hence, every year since, Dogpatch has
ber of chorus, men's glee club, and is grams from the large chorus, is · im· of·town trips and programs on the had a Sadie Hawkins' Day.
president of the Lambda Sigma social practical. The large chorus will continue stage will be presented by the smaller
That is our pattern. Straight from Al
I
club.
Capp's comic strip, "Lil Abner".
to ~ing for the radio broadcast each group.

<:l

Rules For Sadie Hawkins Week

Cannon, Stovall

Initiated Into
Campus Players

Eighty Applicants
Are Listed For

Small Chorus

Ganus Contributes
Religious Books
To Harding Library
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PAGE TWO

BROWNBEATS

Examination Headaches?
What!! So ,Soon?
Wherever there are eight hundred college students, a group of
college professors, and an exam week, it is more than likely that there
are quantities of misgivings and an even larger quantity of good reso,
lutions. It's the same old story retold . every midterm and final exam
period at every college we have ever 'heard of.
It would seem that we college students would learn by experience,
and that after one quarter we would have put all those good resolutions
into practice and no more misgivings would be necessary after handing
in one of those mimeographed sheets. That isn't the case - perhaps
because of "human nature" on which we blame everything else. When
we are old and gray seniors about to get our diplomas, we probably
will be still regretting not having studied a little harder, concentrated
a little more closely, and waited until the night before the day of
reckoning to study.
In one sense exams are wonderful institutions. Thy mark the
end of one period and provide a "beginning again" - a new start
that is as fresh and clean as a sheet of paper before an inexperienced
student blots ink all over it. At times it seems that every term and
every attempt is a repeat permormance and we are not gaining in ef,
ficiency. Nevertheless, w'hen we later look back we can see that al,
though each time we didn't quite make the mark - didn't quite reach
the goal we believed we should attain, we did set the next goal a little
higher and then came a little closer attaining it than we ever had before. Perhaps that is, after all, what progress is - not a steady gain,
but a steady effort despite what at times appears to be failure to reach
a goal.
-M. R. S.

PICK-UPS

By Babs

THAR'S BAD NEWS TODAY (SOB!)
with the telling of a most sad tale.

It would appear that
the enterprising and budding young club composed of the
finer gentry and citizens devoting their idle hours to raising
a fine crop of lip hair is at an end.

Yea, that is it. Due to

circumstances distantly removed from our control, the mustache
FOLTz

club ain't. It died a happy death. Women -

prooey !

COME, COME TO THE SHOW
scheduled for sadie Hawkins day. Put in an appearance and join the fine throng
of happy Hardingites (University of Searcy, that is) who will jam-pack the auditorium to capacity for the scheduled activity. Lots of surprises are in store, so be
there early and eager. (Free plug for the press club -

inches, that is)

And in-

cidently, like the infamous Mr. Jones of the Li"l Abner comic strip available. (Ah, please! ! )

~available,

ah is

that is )

SENATOR KLAGHORN IS REALLY TO BLAME

We of this department, meaning just
our own little private corporation of
me, myself, and I, are still harping on
rhis cooperation business. Or did you
know!' Well, that double column .edit0nal labeled "Consideration? Cooperati:m~" was all a mistake.
Oh no, we aren't taking back anything we said in it. It's just that it
wasn't actually an editorial in the first
place. It was rnpposed to be the begmning of this column, but mistakes, .i;
you no doubt r"'"'·;;·~·.::, will happen and The Bison thrives on them.
Or had you noticed? Honest, we don't
actually believe chat- your I. Q. is that
low. We're feeling optimistic tonight.
Which means that we' re hoping you've
overlooked or forgiven all those errors
in the past and will in the future.
You can blame the errors found in
these first issues on a green Bison staff
-and their yet greener editor - who
are groping around trying to get acquainted with people, facts, figures ,
"How It Feels To Be A Cub Reporter,"
and incidentally, "How It Feels To Be
a Cub Editor". It's a lot like the case
of the blind leading the blind and the
whole business falling in the ditch.

for all this business about 'that is'. Just about time this column starts stealing from
another source. Latest convert to the 'trailer' that-is double talk is Prof. B. F.
Rhodes, who recently told a class, "We're going to have a test - quiz, that is"' .
(Dear Editor: That last sentence may seem incongruous, but check with me before

When People A re Together

making with the blue-pencil. )

When people group together, here at fiarding College or any
other place, they have a tendency to ·borrow things. Oh, maybe i::
isn't more than a pencil or pen, paper or book, while, on the other
hand, it may be tool, pulpit ·or clothes.
Almost everyone is quilty of borrowing at some time or another,
but when it is necessary to do so one can have the permission of the
possessor or possessors, as the case may be, and return the article at
the promised date in the same condition that he borrowed it.
Failing to maintain one's word in such a bargain as borrowing
may lead not only to poor relations with the lender, but may also cause
misrepresentation of one's character. If we cannot be trusted to return
borrowed materials how can we be trusted with, or in, more important
matters?
From a fourth grade history book comes a lesson concerning
borrowing. Seems that a Colonel Walker, one of Arkansas' early' law,
makers and representatives, had difficulty with a neighbor who used
his ox,yoke but refused to bring it back. Hence, the Colonel shouldered his gun and set forth for the neighbor's A short time thereafter,
the neighbor was seen returning the yoke . . . . the Colonel walking
behind him. As te man departed, Colonel W alker, smiling, said;
"You 're welcome to use it again, but you 're also expected to return it
to where you found it when you are finished."

of rain -

---~o----

SITTING ON THE STYLEBLOCK IN A DOWNPOUR
was our own Emil

Bean· and former student,

future Mrs. Bean, presently Marilyn Tuttleton. (With sentences like these, just
call me Flywheel) . Being inclined toward small talk, we casually mentioned the
intensity of the rain, which was nearing New Guinea-like proportions. Quote Mr.
Bean : "Rain? Huh? " This was accompanied by a far-away look of disdain, happiness, joy, satisfaction, irony, and general expressions of bliss. ("il>ut the bow
a"Nay, junior, one arrow is enough here".)

JOTTINGS FORM A BATTERED NOTEBOOK
Melton concert in Little Rock appears to be a sell-out among Hardingites
Ode to troops of Photography 225: "I guess I'll get the papers (Photo) and go
home." . . . . Too many leaves on the campus pruets (Don't know what 'pruets'
means, but it looks to be written that way in my book ) . . . . Going to form a
Harding Writers Club soon, with the

hop~

( ! ! ) of planning a Harding magazine

-strictly in the idea stage . . . . Sull,ivan's (Frank) latest book, "A stone in every
snowball" sounds cute .. . Where is Cardwell, Mo. .

Unferth is a cute charac-

ter . . . . New club called "afternoon-purveyors-of iced coffee" meets regularly
. ... 30 in journalese means the end -why don"t they use 77, or 80, or 97

~----------·1

IOff The Campus

1____________________.

Regression Is Dange.r ous
So, neighbor, you've got that 30 acre plot of ground now, ;;d
the brawn of your own muscles. Well, you should be able to eke out
a living. What's that? You'd do much better with a mule and plow?
Well, that's. fine. - and with a tractor you'd become prosperous? No, that isn't too much of a surprise. Most of us acquainted with
farming know facts about the business when they're shown to us.
However, we are the same people who do not realize that the
same principle applies to our whole economic iife today. The answer
is tools. Hidden somewhere in the confusing maze of high sounding
terms devised by our government economists . is the simple formula :
men plus investment in tools plus freedom of opportunity equals our
world superiority today.
Our own output of muscular and mental energy has been about
the same since the beginnings of recorded history. Only the tools
have changed. The nation which develops its tools most efficiently
is the ·nation which w ill lead the world in output and quality, and
prosper, raising the living standards of its people. That's almost a
one paragraph economic history of the United States.
Wth 30 million American workers using power tools 40 hours a
,week, we can equal in productivity the output of 300 million Chinese
workers laboring for 100 hours a week.
How do we get the tools? Two ways: (1) compulsory, with the
government forcing the people to produce tools and turn them over to
the state, as in Russia, or (2) let the private citizen save part of his
earnings, and put them into tools which he himself owns. ·
W e in America chose the second course, and outstripped the
world in productivity - since men will work harder for their loved
ones and themselves than they would for the state. And we prospered. Then the word regression we're talking about comes in.
For many reasons, our private and voluntary system of economic
society was battered around like a Harvard student aat a Yale reunion.
Overproduction - mature economy - over,saving - were the cries.
And the anti,tool philosophy set in.
(C?ontinued on page three.)

really a deluge, on account of we like the word -

" Hand~me-an-engine-boys-1-feel-a -dogfight-coming-on"

Smith

M i s s Gwendolyn
Farmer, one of last
year's graduates, is now
-teaching in the Bernie,
Missouri, high school.
Gwendolyn was a W.
H. C. and served as an
assistant to Mrs. Cathcart.

1945 graduate, Polly Box, teaches
history and social science in the high
school in Bragg City, Missouri. Polly
was in the Arkansas and W. H. C.
clubs.
Out on the West coast at Pepperdine

\\ e find Bill Baker working on his masters' degree. Bill obtained his B. A. degree here at Harding last spring. While
on the campus Bill was a student preacher and Lambda Sigma.
Miss Ina Leonard who attended Harding last fall, is now attending Draugbon's Business College in Nashville,
Tennessee. Ina was a Phi Delta.
Now teaching home economics in the
high schoo! in West h;.nt, Alabama,
is Mis~ Jolly Hill, another '46 graduate. Jolly was in the D. L. C. and Phi
Delta r 1ubs.

In Bethesda, Maryland, in dental
school we find James Greenhaw. While
here last year, James was a member of
the Sub T-16 and "C" clubs.
Mrs. Kenneth H. Bell, the former
Joyce Plackburn is living near Oceola,
.Ark.;mas. Joyce is doing . secreta1ial

work for a cotton company near . her
home. Her husband is engaged in farming. Mu•. Bell graduated in 1944 and
wa~ ;n the GATA club.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Lowe are now in
Montana visiting rela~ives. Betty and
Boyd both graduated this past summer
and are planning to go to Ontario,
Canada, soon.
The co-president of the Montgome:y
Bible College m Montgomery, Alabama
is Leonard Johnson. He is preaching
for the ::hurch of Christ at Prattsville,
Alabamii t.d~ Sunday.

Well, sometimes after these issues
have come our, we've sorta felt like
jumping rather than waiting for the fall
we admit, but then a person comes a.long - one of these "grin and bear it"
people who always manage to see the
funny side of the worst cloud, and they
say, "Babs, it sure was good to see Joe
Dan's 'olumn back in the paper this
week." or "Who is Mary Jean Godwin?
That gal" s features are terrific!" and we,
the corporation, throw back our chest
and say, "Yessir, aren"t they good? And
putting them in was all my idea aren't I wonderful?"
And a little of that self-confidence
boils up in our blood again, and we
run to find Joe Dan to tell him about
his compliment which came as a result
of the fact that we picked up the Bison
Office's portable typewriter and held it
over his head one night until he said,
"Oh, all right, I'll do my old column."
And then we run to find Mai;y Jean
to tell her about her compliment, and
by the time we leave her bright and
cheerful domicile, the world has started turning again, and "Oh, What A
Beautiful Morning"!
But in case you a.re wondering what
excuse we' re going to have for those
mistakes in the future, your guess is as
good as ours. It sure would help to cut
them down through if everyone in school
had read Mary Ruth's editorial about
our reasons for wanting you to fill in
those press cards and then got right up
a~d done something about it.
Sure
would. You see, if we had those press
cards, we'd almost guarantee to spell
your name right when you got in the

Scott

At Wes tern
Kentucky
State Teachers College the
first post war Homecoming
occupied the news. A rally,
parade, bonfire, and chap.. el service were feature events..of the first since 194·1.

At George Pepperdine College a
'"Keep off the grass" campaign is in
full sway. To us in Arkansas who are
wading knee-deep in leaves for the fun
of hearing them snap, crackle, and pop,
this 'pears to be a triffle out o season
till we remember where GPC is.
Annual Mid-South Debate Tournament will be held on the campus of
Arkansas State Teachers College in Conway, announces the ASTC Echo.
Judging from an article written by
Bob Pateete in the Echo, the food
shortage 'round Conway is distressing.
According to that starving columnist
the dining hall of Arkansas State Teachers is doing some research - trying
to prove 200 calories per day is sufficient for human existance. If we take
the before-mentioned columnist at his
word, we would conclude there were
no more leaves, no more paint on door
frames, and no longer a contract with
the Rest Home For Retired Milkwagon
Horses. Wonder what would happen if
the food on film we saw in chapel last
week was sho;..,n to those "starving
students"?
By the way, did you read in the Bison that Harding College down in Arkansas celebrates Sadie Hawkins day tomorrow? That should be quite an occasion.
From "This Collegiate World", by
Associated Collegiate Press .... "Many
a fledgling chemist has to learn the
hard way. Fellow students will never
tNget the look of "horror that came across a chem 8 lab student's face as he
watched a neatly~copied - in-ink English
theme dissolved in spilled hydrocloric.
Humble title of the theme, "Benefits
of Chemistry'."
news limelight. And we'd almost guar.
antee to have your classification and
home town and major right.
Why, we'd even guarantee to keep a
tab on your most steady heart throb if
you'ed like to include her name. (It's
all strictly confidential.)
And these
Bison reporters might get their copy in
by deadline time if they didn't have to
spend so much time chasing you down
Believe it or not, this corporation still
thinks that that would come under the
head "cooperation" or "non-cooperattion' .' in case your intentions (and we
quote) "'are honorable".

TH~ON
Official student weekly newspaper published during the reguhr school year

ffiMrs. f lavious Rose. the former Nellie Golden, s1ster of Gay Gr1de1), is
now living in Orlando, Florida. Her
husband works at the Arlando, Air base
in the refrigeration department. They
have two children Judith, age four, and
Juliet, one year old.

by the students of Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas.

Entered as second class matter August 18, 1936, at Searcy, Arkansa:. pq~t
office under act of March 3, 1,879. Subscription $1.00 per year.

Working in the personnel department
at the Oak Ridge plant in Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, is Miss Jane Snow a '44
graduate. Jane was a history major and
member of the GATA club.

Barbara Brown
Blanche Tranum
Maxine Mercer
Mary Ruth Scott
Marvin Brooker and John Kernan
Claudia Pruett
Robert Grayson,
Neil .B. Cope

Editor
Business Manager
Secretai;y
Exchange Editor
Press Photographers
Society Editor
Religious Editor
Faculty Advisor

Weldon Casey is working on his
Ph.D. at the Uni:versity of Wisconsin in
Madison. He is also teaching freshman
English and sophomore literature at the
University. While here on the campus
he was in the Lambda Sigma and "M"
clubs.

Tommy Thompson, Dale Johnson, Margaret ~cott, Jimmy Pennington, Sports Staff
Mary Jean Godwin, Nathan Lamb, Lou Dugger
Feature Writers
Columnists
Joe Dan Tipps, Dorothy Smith, Dick Foltz,
Lois Church and Charles., Allen
Co-circulation Managers
Marpory Lee.
Circulation Secretary
Merry Dell Dyer, 'Johnnie Nell Ray, Rorothy Munger,
Pat Munser
Society Staff
Sammie Swim, Morgan Buffington, Robert Grayson

or

'fil.Two
our last year's stuqents, Frances Hubbard and Ruth Overstreet are
now attending the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville. Frances was a home
economic major and a member of the
Phi Delta club while Ruth was a M. E.
A. and physical education major.

Rosemary Pledger, Stanley Heiserman, Katherine Jackson

Religious Staff
Typing Staff

Brodie Crouch,, Bettie Ransom, Margaret Clampitt, Sammie Swim,
Dale Jorgenson, Mary Lee Strawn, Walter King, Bill Nations
Francis Loveall, Jo Connell, Velma Davis, Rosalyn Mitchen,
Antonia Spiro,

Reporters

Mary Ruth Scott, Forest Moyer, Everet Pickartz, Jeanne Godwin - Editorial Staff
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Silhouette on a Thumbnail

G:E;ORGE

Babbler Editor
Attends ACP

fill a dream he had held since early
boyhood. Via San Francisco, Honolulu,
Japan, Hong Kong, Benson and his
bride reached their destination, Kwang
Si, 500 miles in the interior of South
China.

By Nathan Lamb

S. BENSON

Little George, aged six, reined in his "could not be spared for school children,
pony beside the trail and climbed down so he walked the three miles to school.
to investigate the strange behavior of He attended a little log structure that
the cattle he was driving. The spot they still stands near the old homestead in
were turning out of the trail to avoid Dewey County in Oklahoma.
lay just ahead.
George finished grammar school in
His boyish curiosity was piqued by the required eight years and went to
the whirring noise that came from there.
t:Oe county seat to take the high school
He spotted the source of the noise, a entrance test. He finished first, with a
coiled snake. He knew what he should grade of 96 per cent, over all the other
do for he had seen his father kill Sluclents in the county. As a matter of
snakes before. He hurried back to the record, all of his grades were high.
pony and tied it to a bush with the
In the three years and one summer
reins. Armed with the bridle he hur- it took him to complete eighteen units
ried back to the snake, a Timber rat- of work he carried off an average of
tler.
sixteen A's (which would be considered
Fate stepped in then and took a pretty good anywhere).
hand, for just as the boy struck with
After teaching country school for two
his bridle the snake lunged out. The years, George went to Harper Junior
·timing was perfect. The incident that College in Harper, Kansas. He majored
might have ended in tragedy wound up in Social Science, receiving his degree
with a dead snake lying in the trail from Oklahoma A. & M. From A. &
and a carefree six year old riiling down- M. George S. Benson went to Morriltrail to overtake his herd.
ton, Arkansas, to teach at the new ~ol
George was a busy little fellow durlege there named Harding. While teaing his boyhood. He never outgrew that ching at Morrilton he met Sally Ellis
ability to do many things at once. The Hockaday, teacher of English and mathe
Indian Territory of Oklahoma was no matics, who taught him that sometimes
place for a loafer. The means of trang..
one plus one equals one.
portation was horseback or foot. GeoWith his bride George Benson left
Morrilton enroute to the Orient to fulrge learned to ride early, but horses

-REGRESSION IS DANGEROUS (Can't) from page 2)
Between 1930 and 1940 America's stock of tools decreased by 20
per cent. Regression. A thirty five billions of dollars of mechanical
power decrease. Regression. Loss of production. Regression.
What's the solution? The anti-tool philosophy is basically the
same ailment seeping through our country today. It's only one of
the many bludgeons hurled at our system of pri'vate ownership of industry. Maybe it was one of the first signs-of -the-times. The future
of our country is up to us as its future leaders. We are those who
must steer our country back to the high-road of freedom of opportunity and initiative, and away from the gully of a planned state.
We once saw a sign relative to the war effort, reading: "WE
CAN, WE WILL, WE MUST." And written under it, shortly after
the war were the bold words which I hope we too can write on our
current problem: "WE DID."

PAGE THREE

Paul Mills, editor-in-chief of the
Babbler, student newspaper of David
Lipscomb College, attended the three
day Associated Collegiate Press convention at the Continental Hotel in
Chicago last week.
Mills remained in Chicago for all of
the three day session, atteniling the
meetings which he ..ons1dered helpful
in publishing the Babbie;. He is the
second representative of Lipscomb in
the )6 years of the school's existence to
attend the convention.
The only other Lipscomb student to
m:.ike the trip was Paul Cantrell, 194243 batbler editor.

They were the first m1ss1onaries of
the church of Christ to work in the
interior of China. Most of the other
missionaries of all faiths were on the
relatively "soft" fields of the Coast region. The Bensons had no mission to
"take over"; they didn't even know the
Chinese language. To further discourage the Bensons (as well as all other
missionaries in China) Russian propagandists came in 1926 to stir up trouble
Soon the Chinese communists were demanding that all "foreign devils" be evicted from China. They backed up
their demands with parades and demonstrations. No one would be caught trafficking with the hated "devils" and af.
ter a conference with the mayor (held
at night) who advised a boat trip to
the coast, the Bensons decided to evar
cuate.
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._.....
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-Owners-
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JOIN THE CROWDMEET YOUR FRIENDS-
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WHITE HOUSE
CAFE
----o---- YOUR FIRST STOP FOR
THOSE LEISURE-HOUR SNACKS
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YOUR
HEADQUARTERS

CENTRAL
ARKANSAS RADIO
COMPANY
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STERLING'S

106 E. Market , Phone No. 8

Sc & lOc STORE

J. D. Phillips & Son

The College Book Store now has available many books such as Bibles,
commentaries and Bible helps that will
be a great aid in study.
Present students may call at the book
store and check over these books. 0th·
ers may write concerning any book they
may need.
The New Testament with common
and revised versions, references, and
colored maps are available in two volumes. Volume I covers the four gospels
and Acts of the- apostles and Volume
II covers the Epistles and Revelation.
In the two volumes the author has
condensed the gleanings of costly libraries and the study of many years.
The notes are copious enough to
make dear the meaning of every difficult passage and simple enough to
be understood by the plainest reader.
The work is ideal for family reading, study and devotions, the s.undayschool teacher, for Christian people of
every class seeking a general understanding of the New Testament.
Volume I . . . . . . . . . . $2.50
Volume II .......... $2.50
THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
J. L. Dykes, Manage'/'
-Advertisement

KROGER'S

---0-

COMPLETE FOOD

RADIOS - RECORDS
120 W. Race St. Phone 76

SMITH'S

MARKET

SE::i~~ ~iii~~·11
CARTHEL ANGEL
Owner

___J,

SHOE

STORE

FANCY SOCKS AND COLORED SHOE STRINGS
SHOE POLISH - Use Renew - Make Old Shoes New

-1 -----

!I

Mayfair

L

~-

- •• ---.................-.. . . . ._________

____...~l

KROH'S
LA

v

WESTE,RN

STORE
]. C. JAMES, JR., Mgr
Phone No. 30
a a

D.

T.

WILLIAMS

I

a

I

I

a.

& SON

ZENITH RADIOS -

YOUR INVITATION TO VISIT US
STILL STANDS-

VIRGIL LE,VIS

-Complete Line of Electrical Equipment and AppliancesKELVINATOR REFRIGERATORS
Phone 119

MEN'S

STORE

WELCOME TO

Roberson's

Allen's Quality Bakery

RENDEZVOUS

"Home of Go.od Eats"

CAFE-&

BUS STATION

Wm. WALKER STUDIO
Kodak Finishing

I

We Welcome

(One 5x7 ENLARGEMENT WITH EACH
ROLL DEVELOPEJ?)
PHON:E

You

694

Back To Searcy

for
PORTRAITS
COMM· ERCl 'A L
'WEDDINGS

One-Half Block North of Rendezvous

.

I

1E~PpA1:._E L __J

AUTO

·-·.-.··

---------------~-------....-.·-···-·-·....

On arriving, games were played after
which supper was served. The menu
for supper included gaulasb, tomato and
lettuce salad, celery and carrot strips,

--M-::::~ ~T-O__

PHONE 344

-D.F.

MARKET

walk to the golf caurse for their first
function.

SANITARY
MARKET

VANITY BOX
BEAUTY SHOP

The College Book Store

The Junior Class left the campus at

4:15 Saturday afternoon, October 26, to

Welcome to

After several nerveracking weeks, a
fearless boat captain decided to chance
the operation of moving the Bensons
coastwise. Soldiers who opposed the
move stood by at the docks to prevent
the evacuation, but through carelessness
of the guards the Benson family managed to board the boat at midnight.
(Continued Next Week)

crackers, lemonade, and chocolate pudding.
.
After supper the group returned to
the campus and gathered at the tennis
court for group singing. Before going
in, Karo Nut pie was served.

Juniors Play At
Golf Course For
First Outing

----·0---"WE WILL BE HAPPY TO SERVE
YOUR PARTIES"

Maybe It Belongs In A Zoo:
Ouch, What Price Glory!
hospitalization for mental disorders for
Dear Editor:
three
days. MIND YOU, those same
Thursday is a happy day.
children grinned with happy delight at
On that gala occasion I race madly
Al Capp's lately-released version of
out or Ma's emporium of kingly-repast,
Lena the Hyena.
streak past the mailboxes - utilizing a
Mildly speaking, the picture ain't so
footballers broken field run through
hot. -guess what the local kindergartrwenty-seven courting couples - and
eagerly await with outstretched hand my ens are using to scare the children into
good behaviors instead of the bogy
weekly Bison. -Our Bison.
man?
However ,sometimes I'm disappointed.
Please, Barbara: ( 1) omit the picture,
Especially when the circulation manager,
(
2)
get a new cut, (3) or a new colCharley Allen, forsakes his job of disbursing those six-bepaged masterpieces umnist.
for more remnuerative pastimes. (girls )
So I have to walk an extra block to
the Bison office for a copy.
I don't particularly mind that, though.
In facr, no true Hardingite could object
to a little discomfort in procuring his
Bison. -Our Bison. But, I'm not so
sure about last week's 'edition'.
I thad pictures of the columnists.
Five new social dubs are now beJo Dan looked dandy. - Miss Smith
ing organized to provide all new studlooked superb . . . - - Scotty lopkents with the opportunity of being in a
ed scrumptious.
club.
Foltz looked ferocious .
Lou Dugger, aided by Dot Baker and
It is only a natural inclination for
Dorothy Munger, will head the only
staffers to consider their editors the low- new girls' club. They have selected the
est form of life. Nor is it unusual for
name, "H Club". Mrs. Lillie Huddles.a scribe to look to his deck-sitting supton will be the sponsor.
eriors with thoughts of rash disdain. I,
The other four clubs will be for boys.
too, hate editors.
One or two students and a sponsor will
Since the arrival of the October 31
organize each one.
issue however, little children have been .
Organizers of the Alpha Phi Kappa
taunting
on the street. Flywheel, club will be Stanley Heiserman and
of the local press, passes me without Brodie Crouch, with Hugh Rhodes as
even saying 'hello'. Even my best sponsor.
friends HA VE told me.
The Frater Sadalis dub will be under
Hardingites smile with happy reco&- the direction of Robert Hare and Richnition when Joe Dan, Smitty, or Scotty
stroll by. But there is no joy at 702
..----~----------1
Center Street. Foltz' s picture looks like
the eagle on a 10 dollar bill. I'm a
CENTRAL
marked man.
BARBER
The thriving village of Searcy, too,
Come Over and See Us
t
has taken up the cry. The local fire de-

ard Taylor. Andy T. Ritchie has been
named sponsor.
Robert Grayson, with Emmett Smith
as sponsor, will organize a third new
club. No name has been chosen as yet.
John Fryer and Charles Rice will head
the fourth new club for boys, with Carl
Spain to sponsor their group. They have
not selected their dub name.
Each of these new dubs will have
equal rights with the clubs already in
existence, and will be under the same
regulations. Bids to these clubs will be
sent out at the same time as to all other
dubs.

Benson Addresses
Mississippians
Twice Next Week

Five Clubs Are
Organized To Care
For Student Influx

In a morning address on November
11, Dr. George S. Benson will speak
before an estimated audience of six
thousand members of the American
Legion in Corinth, Mississippi. The oc·
casion of the convention is a day long
celebration of Armistice Day. Among
other distinguished visitors will be the
national commander of the American
Legion.

II

SHOP

I

1---

Dr. Benson will conduct a forum on
the subject of general political science.
This meeting will be similar to others
such as Dr. Benson has had charge of
in the University of Colorado and other well known institutions.

Josephine Connell
George Davis
Braydon Burge
Hollis Dean Elliott
Robert Grayson
Lee Maxine Richesin
Dorothy Zazzi
Helen Summitt
Fayrene Imboden
Norma Rea Foresee
Billy Petty
Lois Windson

Nannie Lee Shaffer - Lila W illiams·
Margaret Bevill - Mary Shewmake
Phone 449

...

'

~· ·· ·· .

QUAINT BEAUTY SHOP

November 7
November
November 8 ·
November 9
November 10
November 10
November 11
November 11
November 12
November 13
November 13
November 13

?

Christine Fraser, Owner
Phone 440
--1 Take Late Appointments--

·---~

1••••• u • ~~~i:: ..

Compliments of
SEARCY ICE .A.ND
COAL COMPANY
Phone 555

PHONE 33

At The Laundry

OKLA HO MA
TIRE AND SUPPLY CO.

"

For The Finest
MERCHANDISE

I

·-·-·-·

--0--

Searcy,

-:-

Arkansas

-·-·-··-~---~~~~)

:t

Bradley's Barber Shop

THE THOMPSON HATCHERY&. THE THOMPSON CO.
U . S. Approved , R.O.P. Enriched Baby Chicks , Since 1927

Compliments of -

White County
Equipment Company

SE E

I

A

JAM E8 ~MTTH

--o--

Shoes Repaired While
You Wait

•

I

For Expert and Guaranteed
Radio Repair Work See

DRUGSTORE

PRESCRIPTIONS

~1

Your Patronage Highly Appreciated
S. A. Coffey - 0. A. West .

..................~~

PHELPS
SHOE SHOP

.. .

DEL U XE
BARBER SHOP

t

}uomden{ l~OTT'S
VARIETIES

-A shop that tries to be Christian-West Market Street
Bradley
Cato

,.

We buy poultry, eggs, hides, fur, etc., operate modern pecan shelling plant.
H. M. Thompson and M. 0. Thompson
Phone 156, Searcy, Ark.

FOR THE LATEST IN -

E. D. WAKENIGHT

JAMES L. FlGG

For Electrical Appliances

LICENSED
OPTOMETRIST

_ __j

MAGA ZI NES

AN D BOOKS

1

Come To

HOPPER NEW S & BOOK STORE

--()-

Eyes Tested-Glasses Fitted

DR. R. W. TOLER
Dentist
X-RAYS

MARKET \

-o--

Searcy, Arkansas

DON'T

For

DIXIE

STAPLE AND F ANCY

FOOD

218 West Arch
Appreciates Your Trade ·

I
l

MODERN BEAUIT SHOP

Welcome, Harding Students, · To

EC O NOMY

BERRY
BARBER SHOP

The Babbler, student paper of David
Lipscomb, has been accepted as a member of the Associated Collegiate Press,
national association for college ll.!WSpapers.

'.. .. .
Happy Birthday To You-

At the University of Mississippi, Oxford, on the evening of November 12,

me

partment just sold cwo of their finest
engine-pulling horses because of a resemblence to those depicted on my column. -and in a child ·psychology problem run by Dr. Summitt, a quick flashlook at the editorial page of the last
Bison caused two 3-year-olds to shriek
blood-curdling screams and required
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CREAM DOUGHNUTS

219 W. Arch St.

Fresh Daily

BE

A LAST MINUTE JOE
YOU MIGHT NOT FIND A

LA ST MINUTE PETIT JEAN

Quaint Beauty Shop

B.· J. Pierce Lwllber Company

OPEN ON M O NDAY ONLY T O HA RDING

- - - -o----

We Use A Wella Heating Cap For Dry, Birittle Hair

COLD WAVES -

SHAMPOOS -

W H ERE

SETS

"Capable and Efficient Operators"

I~

The .e xperience of this bank with Harding College

highest degree of moral and financial responsibility.

in the nation in these respects.

i

Call on us when we can be of service to you.

I

l

I

Oi l H eaters
Gas H eaters

Washing Machines

get your sport oxfo rds

at

YOUNG
BROTHERS
G AS

DEALERS

E LECTRICAL APPLIANCE'S

THE SEARCY BANK
t__________________________,.,

t
•

and

BU TA N .E

:•
•I

Radios
Ranges
Refrigerators

GET IN STEP WITH THE CROWD

We are sure that the school would rank number one
/

NOVEMBER 15

ALL HARDI NG IS ALWAYS WELCOME

Boys and Girls

faculty members and students has indicated the very

Last Day To Make Reservations-

•

t

t

[_P_h-on-e~~~~:.~~·-27- 3
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~~~~~~~~: ~~~
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TIPPS AND RUMORS ....

Tully Terrifys Tipps on Trip-ssh!
Keep Those Bottles Quiet!.

•

Last Saturday night
before I went to bed I
began ro think of that
little poem I dedicated
to Tully, and I might
say it l:iegan to bothe~
me. I happened to re·
member that I was to
leave at 5:00 o'clock
Tipps
the next morning with
him, and I goc to wonderi ng if I had
predicted my own death.
(Editor's note: Joe used the word
"mishap" first rather than death' could have been the most appropriate
at that. )
To top my sordid expectations off,
that Sunday morning (you remember )
was so foggy that when I stepped off
the porch of Inner Sanctum I floated to
the level of the roof before I caught
lJlyself. After we sped out of Searcy, as
only Tully can speed out, (if you are
reading this ,Chief Hart, I'm only kid~
ding.) ,Dr. Bales continued to admonish Ben Hur Wilkins to drive within
scriptural bounds.
Noc being used to being confined
within the limits of mule and do nkey
travel, Tully exclaimed:
"By the time we get to Mississippi in
this fog after driving this slow I'll prob·
ably be a nervous wreck."
To which D r. Bales quickly responded: "That's all right, T ully, if that's the
only kind of a wreck you'll be."

•

Just out of Augusta Tully thought the
road wenc one way, but to his amazement the fog had pulled a mean trick
and floated the turn over the othe.r direction. After being jerked around by
the screeching and sliding car, Dr. Ba~es
exclaimed:
Tully, if you're seeing things, for
goodness sake, don't see them! "

•

Golf Course Is
Alternative For
Equestrian Club

HERE TO SERVE-

•

l'
I

I
I

By Claudia 'Pf'uett

Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Campbell of
Hoxie spent Sunday on the camppus
visiting their son Leo, and niece, Miss
Eula Sanders.

Gamer, Bolden ~e
Married October 26TH

class in Food Buying and Meat Man
agement under the supervision of Mrs.
S. A. Bell, with a buffet supper in ihe
home economics dining room in the
administration building. The purpose of
the entertainment was to introduce
them to this part of the department.
Because of the large number of girls,
they were divided into two groups and
two entertainments were held on dif·
ferent evenings. The first were entertaind from 5 to 6 o'clock, Wednesday
evening, October 30, and the second
group from 5 to 6 on Thursday evening, October 31.
The girls in charge of Wednesday's
course chose for their menu meat loaf,
s::'\Jloped potatoes, stuffed celery, app!,o
sauce, corn bread, ginger bread, and hot
cocoa with marshmellows.
The menu for Thursday evening's en·
tertainment consisted of· a meat and vegetable dish, vegetable gelatin salad,
orange sauce, hard rolls, ginger bread,
and punch.
Hallowe' en decorations were used
each evening. Mrs. Kenneth Elder, dressed as a witch, presided at the punch
bowl Thursday evening.

Anna Louise Pope, Anita Showers, and ·
Golden Young pledged. This term
Lloydene Sanderson is president; Earline Franklin is vice president
and
Carolyn Bradley is secretary.
Loyaluish Sparks, Mary Lou Tipton,
Chris Abernathy, Patsy Stewart, Mildred Durham, Mary Louise Owens, Betty
Blair, l,aVonne Beavens, Audrey McGuire, Rebecca Ray, Faye Nichols, and
Margaret Coultis are Sub-Deb pledges.
Officers are Petit Jean Lashlee, president; Freda, Herndon, vice president;
Barbara Vanhooser, secretary.
Pledgers for the K· 9's include Iva
Bucket, Joe Nichols, Kenneth Pope,
Calvin Davis, Douglas Reeves, Jay Sims
Allen Brown Bruce Rhodes, Bobby Butler, James Hickman, Harding Jackson,
Kenneth Lawyer, Billy Sherrill, Billy
5:.;.mmitt, and Richard Wheeler. The
officers are Curtiss McGuire, president;
Billy Bla~d, vice president; Don Wilkerson, sc.:retary.
Harold Frealy, Rex Rogers, Emil
Menes, Clifford Pain, Percy Witty, Fred
Roache Dean Sheffer, Charles Gray and
~ ingl eton Kamp, are the pledges for the
Z. K. T. Larry Massey is president;
Glen C1aft ,vice president; Grover Meurer, srcretary and treasurer. Virgil Lawyer is the sponsor.

Kolnonla's members will hold their
first 'function of the term Monday,
November 11, at Sugar Loaf Mountain,
vice president Ray Wills has announced.
"The program for the event is fun
and food," he added.
At an earlier meeting of the club,
Herbert Lawrence was elected Sergeant·
of~Arms for the group.

---0001---

The fres hmen home economics gir~s
were entertained by the sophomore

PARK AVENUE
GROCERY
HANDY -

-GIFTS- DRUGS- ANTIQUES-

Smith-Vaughan Mercantile
Company

HELPFUL

Jus" off the Cam pus

"White County's Fastest Growing Store"

GEORGE BELL
M.OTOR COMPANY

HARDING STUDENTS ESPECIALLY
WELCOME T O-

MOBILGAS
MOBILOIL
Let Th'is Garage Serve You

Coffee Bar Eat Shop
(Back of Plaza Theatre)

-for-

" Better Service To All Is Our Goal"

Building Materials

Terrell Clay, a 1944 graduate is a
chemist for the Eastman Chemical Research Company in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Terrell is a brother of Esther
Marie. While on the campus he was a
membr of the Sub T-16 club.

Robertson's Drug Store

----0-

,

- Sandwiches
-Chili

TELEPHONE 112

Ph one 446

-Drinks
-Pies

I

II

LA DIES'
- H a ts
Coats
-Dresses
- S hoes

M EN'S

II
II

Robllins-Sanford

t~--------------------------~------~.................. .

II

Searcy
Flying Service

II

II

II
II

II
II

Charter Service
Flight Instruction

II
II

II
II

II
II

Toby Nobles - Burrel Dykes
II

Dry Cleaning PJant
CASH
AND

II
II

II

and

II
II

II
II

-

Harding College Laundry

II
II

ill!

-Hats

-Shir t s
- S ui t s
- S h o es

II

II
II

II

Mercantile Company

High School Clubs
Pledge New Students

Koinonias Go To
Sugar Loaf Mountain Home Economic Girls
For First Function Entertain Newcomers

WOOD-FREEMAN
LUMBER CO.

jL~~;~~ Store in Se~~;·1
i•
I

CAMPUS LOCALS

Flagalas Elect
Spain As Sponsor

A husband is a man who lays down
the law to his wife and then accepts her
amendments.
This little diddy is dedicated to all
students who have been too late in
getting off the sidewalk when a bicycle
manned by a little demon tears along
at breakneck ( his and yours too ) speed
The curfew tolls the knell of parting day;
A line of bicycles winds quickly
o'er the lea;
· A pedestrain plods his absent-mind-

Neal, Lurlyne Richardson, Doris Rice,
Lu Evelyn Patten, Pat Sellers, Jonnie
Anderson, Billy Oldham, Billy Sherrill,
Mary Adams, Tom Dillinger, Charlene
Dodd, Doris Gibson, Howard Ewing,
Gladys Blevins, Mary Jo Summitt, Josephine Connell, John Hamilton, Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Ransom, and Mr. and Mrs. Ken
Elders.
'

Mr. and Mrs. Duran Hagler visited
old friends on the campus last week.
They are both alumni of Harding. Mrs.
Hagler is the former Miss Wanda Jo
Bland. They are now living in Buffalo,
The marriage of Miss Katherine Gar- N. Y . where Duran is employed by Du
ner, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. L. . Pont.
Garner of Wynee, to David Bolden,
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Petway of Fort
This week's lament is dedicated to son of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Bolden of
one of our fine upstanding senior girls, . Evergreen, Alabama, was solemnized Worth, Texas, were guests o nthe camSeptember 20, at the home of the pas last week. Mrs. Petway, who is an
Jerry Young.
bride. Wilson Garner, brother of the alumni,is the former Miss Loudine
The boy to be my sweetheart
bride, performed the double ring cere- Guthrie.
Both handsome and dumb must be.
mony in the presence of friends and
Handsome so I'll love him
relatives
Mr. Maurice Rice of Lano, Iowa, visDumb so he'll love me.
Mr. and Mrs. Bolden are now at ited Miss Donnella Warren on the
Here is the closing thought of the home in Searcy, where both are attend- campus last week.
day: "To all of you ,students who have ing Harding College.
Girls in Godden Hall who went home
boy friends and girl friends elsewhere
who ar@ very slow in writing you, just
over the weekend included Edith· Chas·
. tin, Patsy Stewart, Tommie Jean Hulsend the~ a copy or two of the Bison
ett, Fayrene Imboden, Laverne Sevedge,
with an article cut out.
Pauline Williams, Ruth Smith, Lona
I hope l can patch this story up or
Buford, Patsy Ballenger, Joanne And·
Carl Spain was elected as sponsor for
piece it together as i twas told to me. the Flagala' s at a recent meeting of the erson.
It seems that one night way back, John club
The high school social clubs have reMason was about to leave for a very
Rena Luttrell left Sunday morning <;;ently pledged all of their new memOther officers for the group are : F.orimportant singing appointment and at rest Moyer, president; Guthrie Dean, for a visit at her home in Biggers, Ar- bers.
the last minute snagged his trousers. vice president; Lu Evelyn Patten, secre·
kansas, because of the illness or her .
For theU K. A. T. club Erie Meade,
The story goes that Mrs. Jewell turned tay-teasurer.
sister, Wanda, who is a former student.
him across the piano and did a quick
The club is completing plans for a
patch job.
Mrs. Rex J?owning, who is the formfunction to be held in the near future.
er Miss Wiella Napel and an alumni
of Harding, is critically ill at th!! Rodg ·
ers Hospital here in Searcy.

A fe w days ago in Andy Ritchie's
sight-singing class , said professor explained: "Just find ra and call it do."
To this Janet Rea quipped: "Just find
me, kid, and call me do."
- - Really, Janet, I must say ! ! !

I'm not just kidding whe nl say that
a lot of young people would, be stumped if ·they were asked to identify a neg·
ro at a hundred yards. . . . Jiut who
cares anything about seeing a negro.

Well to countradict the horrible effect my expose of our little trip must
have created in your mind here's a deep
and solemn thought :
Don't worry and fret, .
If you think life's rewards are
Just remember that the mighty oak
Was once a nut like you!

•

ed way,
And leaves the .world quite unex·
pectedly.

Thirty-five· Equestrians, holcr'ing their
first social outing of the year, left the
campus at 6 :00 a. m. Monday, Novem·
ber 4, to have breakfast at Bee Rock.
The menu for the occasion listed eggs
cooked according to caste, sausage, fried
potatoes, hot rolls, butter, jam, fruit
juice, and coffee.
After the meal, Ken Elder, sponsor
of the club, gave a demonstration on
''Good Horsemanshlpj"
Equestrian club members who attended were: John Kernan, Warren Nun·
nally, Bill Morgan, Grace Johnson, Bill
Nations, Dennie Maddox, Robett Hare,
Richard Taylor, Frances Smethers, Ruth
Greer, Lavina Johnson, Evelyn Coultas,
Kathryn Cone, LaVera Novak, Bill 0'.:

few

•
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SPORTS READERS DIGEST

We noticed the other <lay in a Little
Rock paper a note on the planning of
an intercollegiate basketball tournament.
This is the first time that we remember
Arkansas collges holding such an affair. The championship has previously
been decided in regular season play.
There has been, however, a commercial
tournament in which semi-professional
and college teams coilided. Getting back
to the notice, we find that i< ran something like this : ". . . coaches and officials of the Arkansas colleges hope
that the tourney will bring into the fold
Arkansas College of Batesville, Harding
College of Searcy, and others who rarely enter state athletic circles." Well!
Well!
Perhaps fire-fed basketball aggregations such as Tech and Ouachita are preplexed at the Harding "have and have
not'" approach to cage competition.
Stars roam the campus and participate
only in intramurals.
The situation runs something like
this: In choosing the important things,
Harding athletic directors have decided
that for the good of all students intramurals are the best. Facilities for accommodating spectators is another,
though minor, reason.
Harding abandoned intercollegiate
participation in 1939. Prior to that time
Bison teams were among the state's
best. Under this sponsoring of a team
the faculty found that opportunities to
take part in sports were afforded only
a fe w students. To remedy this it was
necessary to discontinue intercollegiate
sports.
Ha rding will not enter any tournament this year. For the past two basketball seasons a Bison team has entered
the state commercial tournament, each
time winning the first game and dropping the second ; but now the plan is
for H arding to stick to intramurals en·
tirely.

The Redskins, maintained their un·
scored-on record, tripped up Colis
Campbell's scrappy Packer six T hurs.day, October 31, by a final score of
8-0. It was a meeting of champion and
undefeated teams, the Redskins winn ing
the All-American title and the Packers
turning up on top in the National. The
tilt was closely played as the defensively
hot Redskin team repeatedly thrust
·packer offensive attempts away from
their goal.
Ganus was easily the big gun in the
game. The pass merchant made cons.istent gains via the air route and scored one touchdown around the Packer
flank.
In the early moments of play the
Packers seemed to hold an edge. Beck,
Campbell, and Hart started in the Pack·
er secondary, givmg the Redskins
trouble for the first half. It was a nipand-tuck affair until the closing minutes
of the first period when Captain Campbell of the Packers was downed behind
his own goal line for a safety.
The second half began with more
tight play. Near the middle of this
period Ganus attempted to pass on the
Packers 25 yard line. He couldn't find
a receiver. and took the ball around his
own right end for six more points. An
attempt for the extra point failed.
Trailing 8-0, the Packers began an
arieal show as minutes dwindled away
and continued it until the game ended.

naturally, should leave the center of
the Irish line pruised more than somewhat. Both are, as everyone knows, undefeated. Army has marched over V illanova, Oklahoma, Cornell, Michigan,
Columbia, Duke, a nd West Virginia.
Notre Dame manhandled Illinois Pitts
burgh, Purdue, Iowa, and Navy. W e believe that the Irish have got the best
line and the m ost capable reserves.
Army has got Blanchard, D avis, and
Tucker. Notre Dame has got Lujack.
Figu re it out · for yourself. O ur a nswer
comes out Notre D ame to defeat Army
by two touchdowns in a h igh-scoring
game.
Jn another game of importance, U. C.
L. A. goes to Portland to play Oregon.
It is our theory that the California
Bruins will go through an undefeated
season, but Oregon will be one of the
closest games. U . C. L. A. by one
touchdown.
The Southwest will know pretty surely who will be the champ this year after the ARKANSAS-RICE game at Little Rock Saturday. A couple of years
ago the Razorbacks upset Rice after the
Owls had defeated Texas. It could hap~
pen again. We'll stick with the favorite.
Rice 20, Arkansas 7.
L. S. U. will be just another team to
defeat AL;ABAMA this week,' two touchdowns.
TULSA to smash OKLAHOMA A. &
M. GEORGIA to have little trouble
with FLORIDA. TEXAS over BAYLOR. GEORGIA TECH to sink NAVY.
WAKE FOREST to edge DUKE.

staff to the army a few weeks ago. Taking over the helm was scribe Ward
Ramsey who is doing a capable job on
the abandoned column, Reddie Racket
.. . . Western Kentucky Stare Teachers
Herald : Among the seven cheer leaders
for the WKST Hilltoppers are two sets
of twins, Helen and Hazel, Anna Jo and
Betty Jo. Cute? . . . . In the Graphic
of George Pepperdine College at Los
Angeles we observe that the GPC gridders are having a sparkling season.

The Marked Tree Indians visit Searcy
tomorrow night looking for a few
scalps. The Indians are accustomed to
such things since they were finalists for
the non-conference chi:.mpionship last
year. Their 1946 edition is comparitively weaker, however and loom on a par
with the Searcy Lions. We th.ink that
it will be an offensive team (the local
lads ) agai nst a defensive team (Marked
Tree) in which there will be only a
one score margin. Searcy to win, sweat·
ing.
( From a Hometcwner's viewpoint.)

Our prediction dep artment came
through last week's game with a .700
percentage. Here we go again.
N OTRE DAME - ARMY. It's what
pigskin fans all over the country have
been waiting to see. Mighty Army, undefeated for three seasons, is meeting
a tartar in full dress. It is quite possible that Johnny Lujack will give the
cadets many weak moments. Blanchard,

29.
The Giants received the kick-off. On
the first p lay, Ewing passed to Brickk
Hurst. T he next two p lays left the
Giants with a loss. Coy Campbell then
intercepted a Giant pass to give the
Redskins possession of the ball.
O n the second Redskin play Grady
Hicks received a pass for a touchdown.
The try for an extra point failed and
the Redskins had an early 6-0 lead.
Again the G iants received the kick-off.
Four plays gave them no appreciable
gain. Ewing's kick was long.
Allen intercepted a Redskin pass fo r
the Giants, but they lost the ball on
<lowns.
In the final minutes of• the first half
the game developed from passing to
Welcome, kids, to the Harding intramural program. Basketball is just beginning and, as yet, none of this sear
son's teams have been formed. Games
that have been played were just "warmups" and there is plenty of time for
all to join in the swing.
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The 12-0 score stood until the game's
end. Starring for the

PHONE 213

Come In T o See Our
1946 CHEVROLET

NTS

A LWA Y ~ a ;~LCOME

ed in a touchdown.

ACROSS FROM THE RENDEZVOUS

CHEVROLET COMPANY I

.,

I

the Redskins. The Redskins intercepted
a · pass and began a drive that terminat-

7 :30 - 9 :00
Sunday Morning
7:30 - ????
Other Mornings
PRICES
REASON ABLE
Ask For A Menu

MR. & MRS. M. D. SWE NSON
Ma na gers

WE USE THE BEST MATERIAL AND " KNOW HOW"

OPTOMETRIST AND JEW ELER
Corner Spruce & Race

the ha nds of the G iants, went over to

I

Romeo's Cafe

EXPERT SHO E REPAIRING

l,

in the first period had largely been in

THE COLLEGE lNN

In Practice Game
Grand Central ran roughshod over
the Juniors here on October 29, winning 40 to 6.
At the end of the first half the score
was 20 to 6 with Grand Central in
the lead. The Juniors failed to show
any promise in catching up.
In the last half the J uniors failed to
score at all, while G rand Central doubled their first half score, ending the
game 40 to 6.
High scorer for the evening was John
Clark with 10 points. Next tO him were
Atkinson and Webb, each having 8
points.

Another change took place as the
second half began. The offense, which

YOU MAY NOW GET BREAKFAST
AT

G. C.'s Down Juniors

STORE

Grocery and Market

my Ganus. Ewi ng made a good run for
the Giants.

I

GATHERIN G S: The Babbler of David Lipscomb College in Nashville proclaims this season's prospective cage
team to be the best in many years . . .
The Henderson Oracle lost its sports

S HO E

R edskins were Coy Campbell and Jim-

In the final game of the All-American league, the R edskins felled the
G iants 12-0 Tuesday afternoon, October

'

SMI TH 'S

ru nning. Starring in ground work for the

Redskins Down
Ganus Stars As Redskins
Giants 12-0
Overcome Packers 8-0

By Tommy Thompson

Inside Looking Out: An
Intercollegiate Tournament

I
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